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WITHOUT  SHADE	Hans Helfritz
Translated from the German by kenneth kirkness
Situated in the extreme south of the Arabian Peninsula
there is a country possessing a rich culture and a great
historical past, a country so aloof and inhospitable that
little news of it has been able to reach the rest of the
world. Yemen, as this country is called, was the native
land of the Three Kings who followed the star to
Bethlehem, and it was the land, too, over which the
Queen of Sheba reigned. It preserves the customs and
culture which have existed for many centuries; its inhabi-
tants live as they lived in mediaeval times; and Arab
caravans still toil along the same paths which were used in
turn by the Shebans, Roman merchants, Abyssinians,
and robber Bedouins. In its oases there are to this day
fine cities of giant skyscrapers, many of which were erected
at a time when America had only wretched huts.
Until 1931-32, when Herr Helfritz penetrated this
little-known land and drew aside the curtains which hid such
remarkable treasures, it had never been properly explored.
Special mention must be made of the illustrations, as
they are the first photographs of these parts ever to reach
Europe.
Large Demy Svo.   Illustrated.    18$. net.
JOCOSE AMONG DEVILS	Gordon Sinclair
Author of "Cannibal Quest", "Foot-Loose in India".
Gordon Sinclair is the reporter of far events, the gatherer
of exotic moments and remote dreams. His eye goes
knowingly to the keyholes beyond civilization. He is an
adventurer with the vocabulary and the viewpoint of the
bright lights of a cosmopolitan world.
Starting out on another wild pilgrimage in search of the
exotic and the absurd, he can find violent humour even
in the sweltering and frightening penal colony on Devil's
Island. His stories of the men and their crimes, and his
explanations of the various legends concerning this
mysterious home of French exiles, are amazing. From
there he plunges into the heart of West Africa, and in the
heavy heat of jungles and desert towns he uncovers more
blood-curdling, fantastic, and ridiculous phenomena than
he found on his previous adventure, "Cannibal Quest'*.
Demy Svo.   Illustrated from Photographs.   15$. net.
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